ABSTRACT: Toxicity prediction of chemical compounds is a grand challenge. Lately, it achieved significant progress in accuracy but using a huge set of features, implementing a complex blackbox technique such as a deep neural network, and exploiting enormous computational resources. In this paper, we strongly argue for the models and methods that are simple in machine learning characteristics, efficient in computing resource usage, and powerful to achieve very high accuracy levels. To demonstrate this, we develop a single task-based chemical toxicity prediction framework using only 2D features that are less compute intensive. We effectively use a decision tree to obtain an optimum number of features from a collection of thousands of them. We use a shallow neural network and jointly optimize it with decision tree taking both network parameters and input features into account. Our model needs only a minute on a single CPU for its training while existing methods using deep neural networks need about 10 min on NVidia Tesla K40 GPU. However, we obtain similar or better performance on several toxicity benchmark tasks. We also develop a cumulative feature ranking method which enables us to identify features that can help chemists perform prescreening of toxic compounds effectively.
■ INTRODUCTION
Chemical toxicity is an important measure in environmental, agricultural, and pharmaceutical science. 1, 2 In the environmental context, toxic chemicals may cause varieties of chronic diseases. 3 In pharmacology, toxicity prediction plays a vital role in the drug discovery pipeline. 4, 5 This makes toxicological screening to be mandatory for the development of new drugs and for the extension of the therapeutic potential of existing molecules. 6 Several in vitro/in vivo techniques have been devised to determine varieties of toxic effect including eye irritancy test, 7, 8 mutagenicity, 9,10 toxicokinetics, 11 neurotoxicity, 12 embryotoxicity, 13 and genetic toxicity. 14 However, these techniques for examining chemical toxicity are highly cost-and time-intensive. 15 In addition, ethical concerns have also been raised against the usage of animals for toxicology screening. 16 Therefore, there is an increased demand for costand time-efficient toxicological screening methods. 17 In silico approach for toxicity prediction has clearly opened a new avenue to address the initial round of screening with acceptable accuracy. 18 These in silico methods are primarily modeled using high throughput screening assays on various tasks of toxicity. 19 In recent years, machine learning methods have been widely used in drug discovery. 20 Under the umbrella of machine learning, methods such as k-nearest neighbors (KNN) and support vectors machines (SVM) were used for structure activity relation (SAR) techniques. 21−23 Performance of traditional machine learning algorithms depends heavily upon the quantity and quality of training data along with domain knowledge-based feature engineering. For instance, a KNN model used for hazard evaluation support systems was designed on carefully selected eight fingerprints as input features for a relatively small data set of 94 chemicals in the training set and 24 chemicals in the test set. 24 Similarly in another study, 74 topological descriptors with 314 training instances were used for specific COX-2 inhibitors. 22 These models perform relatively better on smaller data sets with fewer preselected features. One key limitation of KNN algorithm is the exponential rise of computational cost with the size of the input samples. 25−27 In contrast, nonlinear SVMs can manage high dimensional data but do not exhibit sufficiently robust performance on diverse chemical descriptors. 28 Besides KNN and SVMs, naive Bayes and random forest (RF) methods were also used extensively for toxicity prediction. 29−32 Although RF is a decision tree (DT) method capable of handling high-dimensional and diverse features, yet in many cheminformatics data sets, it shows a relatively low classification accuracy when compared to deep neural networks (DNNs). 28, 33 DNN is an artificial neural network with more than one hidden layer between the input and output while a shallow neural network (SNN) has only one hidden layer. 34−37 In order to achieve high accuracy in a DNN, relatively a large data set is preferred with numerous features. 38, 39 In RF, features are used in raw form while DNN converts them to complex features using hidden layers. 33, 40 Moreover, hyperparameter tuning in DNN gives a better control over a granular level optimization unlike in other machine learning approaches.
DNN attracted considerable attention in chemical information modeling community when Ma et al. won the "Merck Molecular Activity Challenge" using DNN networks in predicting the biomolecular target for a drug. 41, 42 Later in 2014, "Tox21 Challenge" was also won by a group who used DNN. 33 Following this trend, many other groups in computational chemistry used DNN models to achieve high accuracy to predict various chemical and biological characteristics including toxicity, 43, 44 activity, 45−47 reactivity, 48−50 solubility, 51 ADMET, 52 docking, 53 and QM-compound energies. 44, 54, 55 Even after achieving the state-of-the-art accuracy in various cheminformatics tasks, limited model interpretability of DNN made it less preferred in real world health informatics applications. An ideal model is characterized by its high accuracy, capability to deal with molecular descriptor diversity, ease of training, and slightly more importantly interpretability. 56 Unfortunately, most machine learning approaches act like "black box"; which means no insights are available from them about the problem or the solution structures, making them less trustworthy from human perspective. In this paper, we strongly argue for the models and methods that are simple in machine learning characteristics, efficient in computing resource usage, and powerful to achieve very high accuracy levels. We therefore present a novel hybrid framework that uses DT and SNN to build a simple machine learning model that paves a path to feature interpretability while achieving similar or better accuracy by selecting only the relevant features to train the model.
Using the proposed hybrid framework, we then construct a single task (ST) prediction model and train it on nuclear receptor (NR), stress response (SR), ames mutagenicity (AM), Tetrahymena pyriformis IGC50, oral rat LD50, 96 h fathead minnow LC50 data set (LC50 set), 48 h Daphnia magna LC50 data set (LC50-DM set), toxicity data sets. For all the toxicity data sets considered in this study, we calculate only 2D chemical descriptors, which are less multifarious in nature and easy to calculate. The SNN in our model has only one hidden layer with 10 neurons and is trained with significantly fewer features (in the range of hundreds) than existing methods. The training time for our prediction models is reduced to ≈1 min on Intel Core i5 CPU, whereas the same was reported ≈10 min in the previous study using NVidia Tesla K40 GPU. 57 However, our model still achieved relatively better or competitive average accuracy for SR, NR, AM, IGC50, and LD50 moderate size data sets.
It is worth noting that our main objective is not merely to improve the accuracy, but also to focus more on the compute intensiveness, obtaining simpler prediction models in terms of numbers of features used and architecture of the neural network and stepping toward interpreting the decisions made by the model. As a proof of the concept, we developed a cumulative feature ranking method to elucidate the interpretation of the descriptors that are the most responsible for NR, SR, and AM toxicity types. Similar analysis can be extended to other types of toxicity data sets. These descriptors showed high classification strength to discriminate toxic compounds and could be used as initial indicators for detecting NR, SR, and AM toxicity types.
■ RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the benchmark data sets and performance on three case studies and final test sets, investigate prediction potential of 2D descriptor, analyze the comparative landscape, and explain feature interpretability of our classification results.
Benchmark Classification Data Sets. NR and SR data sets were collected from Tox21 challenge. 58 NR assays were classified into subtasks pathways: (1) aryl hydrocarbon receptor, (2) androgen receptor-full, (3) androgen receptorluciferase, (4) aromatase, (5) estrogen receptor (ER) alpha, (6) ER alpha-luciferase, and (7) peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor gamma. SR assays were classified into 5 subtasks pathways: (1) antioxidant response element, (2) heat shock response/unfolded protein response, (3) mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP), (4) DNA damage p53 pathway, and (5) genotoxicity indicated by ATAD5. A separate benchmark data set for AM was also obtained. 59 It should be noted that for SR and NR, the data was predivided into training, held out cross validation (CV), and separate test sets by the Tox21 repository. For AM, no such division was given, so we divided it into train (60%), CV (20%), and test (20%) sets randomly. Later, the CV and train were mixed together for 60 Names and short descriptions of these 2D descriptors are provided in Table S1 . Primarily, prediction (classification) potential of these features was evaluated by performing a dry run using a neural network model on training data set of each task (2nd column of Table 1 ). Training sets for NR and SR were up-sampled and split into internal training/ validation set with 70/30 ratio for examining the prediction potential of 2D features. Here, the CV and the test set (4th and 6th column of Table 1 ) were not considered, as the aim was not to build a final prediction model rather to estimate the prediction power of the 2D features. AUC-ROC for each toxicity task of NR and SR was calculated using internal validation set as shown in Figure 1 . It showed clearly in Figure  1 that 2D features have high potential to discriminate toxic and nontoxic compounds.
The highest AUC-ROC of 0.95 was obtained for MMP task which belongs to SR panel while ER from NR panel showed the lowest AUC-ROC of 0.74. Although AUC-ROCs shown in Figure 1 is overestimated as it is on the internal validation set created from training set of Tox21, but it clearly shows a good performance of 2D descriptors as features in the prediction model. Thus, the results shown in Figure 1 confirmed that 2D descriptors alone have the potential to discriminate between toxic and nontoxic compounds for NR and SR signaling pathways. The same procedure was repeated for AM data set as well and the AUC-ROC is included in the figure. It should be noted that results shown in Figure 1 are not the final results, instead it shows that there is a prediction potential in 2D features for all the three toxicity tasks. The results shown in Figure 1 were obtained without any feature optimization and no hybrid framework of neural network and DT is used. This result could be improved with proper optimization as discussed in latter sections.
Case Study-I: Series Versus Parallel Optimization. Our hybrid model is composed of two main components, that is a SNN and a DT classifier (detail is given in Methods section). Optimization of different parameters involved in two components of our hybrid framework is an essential phase to achieve a high accuracy. Parameters of both components (i.e., DT and SNN) of the hybrid model could be optimized simultaneously (parallel mode) or one after another (series mode). A case study was conducted to compare the performance of series and parallel optimization on SR, NR, and AM data sets. ER task of NR class has shown the lowest accuracy in earlier studies by different groups under Tox21 challenge while MMP of SR class has showed the best result. 33 Thus, NR-ER, SR-MMP, and AM were selected for this case study. Similarly, two most critical parameters, one from the DT and the other one from the neural network, were selected for optimization.
Threshold is an important parameter of a DT classifier that sets cut-off value for the selection of features and "dropout" refers to dropping out units in hidden layers of the neural network to prevent overfitting. These two parameters one from DT and one from neural network were optimized in series and parallel mode using the grid search technique considering AUC-ROC for the randomly chosen 20% cross-validation set as an objective function. The process of obtaining the crossvalidation set is explained in the latter sections. It should be noted that the same process is repeated to obtain the crossvalidation set for upcoming case studies as well. In addition to "threshold" in the DT classifier, the number of trees (n_estimator) 61, 62 was also tested in the range of 10−2000 on selected tasks, that is NR-ER, SR-MMP, and AM. Figure 2a shows the behavior of n_estimator with the AUC-ROC on cross-validation set. Initially AUC-ROC showed ripples but then it became stable after 1000 number of trees. This suggests that n_estimator could be fixed to 1000 to make the model robust. Once the number of trees was fixed, threshold values were taken in grid search over Figure 2b . In all the three cases, series and parallel optimizations perform very close to one another based on their AUC-ROC. However, the series mode achieved marginally higher AUC-ROC than the parallel mode. Additionally, the parallel optimization between two or more parameters from DT and SNN was found to be compute- Figure 1 . Area under the curve (AUC-ROC) for three toxicity data sets, calculated on the internal test set to evaluate the prediction potential of 2D features.
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Article intensive. This concluded to deployment of series parameter optimization across the components of hybrid framework (DT and SNN) to build our predication model.
Case Study-II: Do We Really Need a Large Set of 2D Features? In this case study, we wanted to know the number of 2D features which are sufficient for very good performance. This case study was inspired by a theorem called "curse of dimensionality", which states that beyond a certain point, the inclusion of additional features may lead to higher probabilities of error. 39 Moreover, there is a need of reducing the number of features to make the model simple and less compute intensive. The reduced number of features should be nearly optimum for a good performance and thus may help in feature interpretability. It should be noted that in this work, the term "nearly optimum" is referring to the reduced number of 2D features which can give better performance while searching over different values of thresholds in DT component of our hybrid model.
We plotted the AUC-ROC of all the three toxicity data sets (for cross-validation sets) against the number of features selected to know whether we can achieve better performance with fewer number of features. The threshold value of a DT classifier component was varied over a space of [0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5]. The greater the threshold value, the lesser the number of features selected. The details of how the threshold changes the number of features selected are given in the Methods section. A SNN was trained for different numbers of selected features and the results are shown in Figure 3 . In each case, we see that for better performance, we need not train our model using all available 2D features, but instead a reduced number of features are sufficient to get the better performance. In case of AM in Figure 3 , only 145 selected features achieved the highest AUC-ROC on cross-validation set. If we further increase the number of features, the performance degrades. A similar trend can be seen for NR-ER and SR-MMP as well, although the performance does not degrade much with the increase of number of features. In these cases, it is a better choice to select the smaller number of features to make the model simple, less compute-intensive and improve feature interpretability.
Considering case studies I and II, we developed a hybrid model (explained in the Methods section) which enables the SNN to select the small number of effective features (nearly optimum) to be trained on while jointly optimizing parameters of the SNN and a DT.
Case Study-III: Why a SNN? The use of SNN as one of the components in our hybrid model was motivated by "universal approximation theorem". It states that a SNN (having one hidden layer with finite number of neurons) is a universal function approximator. 63 However, in practice a DNN performs better on a large set of raw features. As the feature selection module of our hybrid model effectively selects a reduced number of features, we expect that a simple SNN with a small number of neurons will be able to perform better or similar to a DNN. The main idea was to make a hybrid model in which a SNN would extract relevant knowledge (effectively selecting the features to be trained on) from the DT classifier. In order to know if a SNN will perform similar or better on selected features, we performed another case study in which the number of hidden layers was varied from 1 to 5 for all three types of toxicity data sets as shown in Figure 4 . It was found that a neural network with one hidden layer has relatively higher AUC-ROC on cross-validation set (on selected features) than a DNN for all three toxicity data sets. This concludes the implementation of a SNN for better results. 
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Final Test Sets and Cross-Validation Performance. The hybrid model was evaluated using the final test sets for each of the three toxicity data sets (7 tasks for NR, 5 for SR, and 1 for AM) shown in Table 1 (6th column). The test set was not part of the training or validation, and hence it was considered as blind testing of the prediction model. Each toxicity task has specific parameter values as shown in Table  S2 . These parameters for the individual tasks were optimized using 5-fold CV. The Table 1 (2nd and 4th column) were combined together and then divided into 5 sets; 4 of which were used to train the model and 5th to validate the model. Fragment similarity-based sampling method was used to divide the data to make sure that active and non-active compounds ratio is constant in all 5 sets. AUC-ROC (area under the receiving operating curve), AUC-PR (area under the precision−recall curve) also called average precision, and F1 score were used to evaluate the performance of the classifier. F1 score is computed over a range of thresholds and maximum F1 score is reported. The values for all the performance metrics for all classification tasks on the final tests and cross-validation sets are given in Table 2 . It also shows the number of features selected which is a subset of the total ≈1422 features for NR and SR while ≈1249 for AM to build each model. In order to evaluate the model on the basis of true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), and precision−recall, we provide plots of receiving operating curves and precision recall curves for cross-validation in Figure 5 and final test sets in Figure 6 .
In order to reduce the chance of error in the final result and to show robustness of our hybrid model, we performed ensemble averaging on all three toxicity data sets. The result of each ensemble model (total of 4 for each task within individual data set) is given in Table S2 . We also developed RF and SVM based models for all three classification toxicity tasks and report the AUC-ROC on the final test data using 2D features given in Table S2 .
Comparative Landscape on the Tox21 Bench-Mark External Test. On SR and NR data, our hybrid model was compared with the winning model of Tox21 challenge. 33, 57 We outperformed other methods in AUC-ROC for SR and NR toxicity data sets. The winning model of Tox21 challenge is based on DNN and is trained on ≈273 577 features for NR and SR data sets using a multitask approach. In this approach, DNNs up to four layers with thousands of neurons in each layer were tested. By harnessing the ability of a DNN to create intermediate complex features for prediction, they were able to achieve the average AUC-ROC of 0.826 for NR and 0.858 for SR on the final test set. Training of the model was computationally very expensive and took ≈10 min to train on NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU. The large numbers of features used by the model made it very hard to interpret which features are playing a vital role in decision making. 57 The second ranked team, AMAZIZ, developed consensus models using associative neural network (ASNN) to achieve an average AUC-ROC of 0.816 for NR and 0.854 for SR. ASNN represents a combination of an ensemble of feed-forward neural networks and the KNN technique. 64 The information about the total number of features used and the training time is not reported. 64 The third ranked group, dmlab, developed ensemble models with combining various fingerprinting tools using RF and extra tree (ET) classifier to achieve an average AUC-ROC of 0.811 for NR and 0.850 for SR. 65 After Tox21 challenge, other groups developed prediction models for NR and SR data sets. 66−68 Chemception developed convolutional 
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Article neural networks to predict toxicity using 2D images of compounds without explicitly calculating chemical descriptors and achieved average AUC-ROC 0.787 for NR and 0.739 for SR. 68 Capuzzi et al. used DNN with an ensemble of 2489 molecular descriptors to achieve a very good overall average AUC-ROC of 0.840 for both NR and SR. 66 SMILES2vec used deep recurrent neural networks that automatically learn features from the SMILES data, and the reported average AUC-ROC is 0.799 for both NR and SR. 67 Our hybrid framework used reduced number of simple (easy to compute) 2D features to achieve the state of the art average AUC-ROCs. In contrast to other methods, we used SNN (1 hidden layer, 10 neurons) that makes the model computationally efficient and opens the avenue for interpretability. The average training time for our hybrid framework method is always less than a minute for all the tasks. Effectively reduced number of features selected in an optimization loop using DT and SNN improves the model to achieve the highest accuracy. Table 3 shows the comprehensive comparison of our model with others for SR and NR. In addition to accuracy, we also compared our method on model complexity ground with top 5 models in Tox21 challenge. Table 4 shows methods, training time, and number of feature for top 5 models of Tox21 challenge and for AM benchmark data set. DeepTox model achieved AUC-ROC close to our method but it used DNN with 273 577 features. Tables 3 and 4 jointly demonstrate the performance of our hybrid framework on accuracy and complexity verticals.
Cytotoxicity is the major concern for determining true chemical toxicity of any compound, and it adds noise to data in terms of false positive. Tox21 data were examined experimentally by Tox21 group for cytotoxicity effects. Here, eight tasks were tested on various cell lines for cytotoxicity check. These tasks are (1) AHR, (2) AR, (3) ARE, (4) aromatase, (5) ER, (6) HSE, (7) p53, and (8) PPARG. Bla and mda cell lines were used for AR, while bla and bg1 cell lines were used for ER to determine agonist and antagonist effect. However, other tasks were tested on single cell line, they are AHR → HepG2, ARE → bla, aromatase → MCF7 ere, HSE → bla, p53 → bla, and PPARG → bla. These information data on cytotoxicity assays are provided at https://tripod.nih. gov/tox21/. On each cell line, a given compound is tested multiple times in the range of 6−204 replicates to calculate AC50. We found that compound behaves similar in their every run. This implies that if a compound is cytotoxic then it is always detected as cytotoxic throughout their multiple experimental runs, within the same cell line as well as across the different cell lines. However, AHR, ARE, HSE, and p53 did not show any such cytotoxic compound, so these are free from cytotoxicity. On the other hand, AR, ER, aromatase, and PPARG tasks have cytotoxic compounds tested in different cell lines. Further, we determined the significance of number of cytotoxic compounds with respect to their complete dataset. We performed statistical t-test to evaluate the cytotoxicity significance. Two populations, (i) with cytotoxic compounds and (ii) without cytotoxic compounds were supplied with their AC50 values to t-test at 95% confidence interval (α = 0.05). Two AR tasks in different conditions (mda cells agonist and mda cells antagonist) and one ER (bg1 agonist) showed nonsignificance effect of number of cytotoxic compounds with 
Article respect to complete dataset, p-values recorded are 0.9568, 1 and 0.9155, respectively. Other than these three, all others tasks in different cell lines showed a significant number of cytotoxic compounds in their dataset (i.e. p-value < 0.05). None of the toxicity prediction method on Tox21 dataset addressed these cytotoxic effects. Therefore, we also did not remove these data points during our AUC-ROC calculation in order to make fair comparison on same size of dataset. 
Article However, to show the cytotoxic effect separately, we removed these datapoints from complete dataset of their tasks (AR, ER, aromatase, PPARG). Removal of these compounds did not show any major change in AUC-ROC in contrast to earlier calculation (Table 3) , although it dropped to a small extent in two cases (AR and PPARG) while improved in one (ER) and remain unchanged in one case (aromatase). AUC-ROC dropped by 0.033 and 0.030 for AR and PPARG, respectively. In case of aromatase, it remained unaffected, while in ER it improved by 0.008. Regression Toxicity Prediction. In order to verify the general applicability of 2D features predictive power and robustness of our model, we performed additional experiments using four regression-based data sets. These data sets namely, 96 h fathead minnow LC50 data set (LC50 set), 48 h Daphnia magna LC50 data set (LC50-DM set), 40 h T. pyriformis IGC50 data set (IGC50 set), and oral rat LD50 data set (LD50 set), were obtained from Wu and Wei while the setting (train test split) was kept the same as given in their recent work on toxicity. 70 In this work, Wu and Wei used various types of approaches to verify the predictive power of element specific topological descriptors, auxiliary molecular descriptors (AUX), and a combination of both for the four types of toxicity data sets. They named their predictive model as TopTox. In our case, similar to the three classification data sets discussed earlier, we calculated 2D features using Padel descriptor for these regression based data as well. The parameters of SNN and DT were jointly optimized (explained Methods section) using 5 fold CV. We compared our ST hybrid model results with ST-DNN, multitask DNN (MT-DNN), and consensus models of TopTox as shown in Table 5 . For IGC50 data set, our model achieves an R 2 value of 0.810, which is better than the TopTox. For oral rat LD50, our model achieves an R 2 of 0.629, which is better than MT and ST deep learning models while competitive to R 2 of 0.653 that achieved using consensus models. 70 However, on relatively smaller data sets such as LC50 and LC50-DM, our model struggles to achieve better results than best performing models such as MT-DDN and consensus. However, our ST-based hybrid model outperforms in 3 out of 4 ST method of TopTox.
For smaller data sets, the feature selection method of our model selects relatively higher number of features which have high correlations among them. This is because that the feature selection method in our model is acting as a coarse granular filter for small data sets. Currently, the better optimization of feature selection module is not in the scope of this paper and can be included in the future work.
5-Fold Cross-Validation Set Evaluation. Recently, the AdmetSAR method 71−73 showed performance on four Tox21 tasks (AR, ER, aromatase, and PPARG), while ProTox-II 69 used the complete set of Tox21 classification tasks. Table 6 shows the AUC-ROC comparison of AdmetSAR and Protox-II with our method on Tox21 dataset. We achieved better results (11/12 tasks) in comparison to ProTox-II. However, our method performed competitively to AdmetSAR. Additionally, we also compared regression tasks with AdmetSAR as shown in Table 7 (ProTox-II not used regression dataset). Here, we achieved better R 2 than AdmetSAR on all regression tasks. On AM set, we compared our results with the state of the art methods. 59, 69, 71 Our model achieved better AUC-ROC of 0.879 on the benchmark data set as compared to the AUC-ROC of 0.860 achieved by Hansen et al. 59 However, we lagged behind AdmetSAR and ProTox-II on this dataset, as they showed 0.91 and 0.90 AUC-ROC, respectively.
Feature Interpretability. Machine learning models predominantly behave as "black box" which usually does not provide any explanation of the decisions made. In this study, we tried to interpret the outcome in terms of feature importance. For this, physicochemical 2D descriptors calculated using PaDEL package were used to build the predictive model. These features were ranked based on their gini index in the DT classifier. Gini index for individual toxicity task (7 NR tasks and 5 SR tasks) was calculated and added up to get the cumulative gini index to assign a single score to each feature across NR and SR toxicity data sets. Figure 7a shows the cumulative gini index of 1422 features for NR and SR data sets. These features are arranged in a descending order of their gini index, the top 29 features in this list showed vertical drops in their gini index values, thus suggesting substantial difference in their importance, while others showed small variances (shown as the break point in Figure 7a) . Similarly, average rank of each feature was 
Article calculated across NR and SR data sets. The relation between the average rank and the cumulative gini index score is shown in Figure 7b . The proportional behavior between these parameters confirms a consistent nature of features as per their importance score among all toxicity tasks of NR and SR data sets. Later, the top 29 gini index descriptors detected in gini index plot were identified separately. These 29 features with their average ranks are shown in Figure 7c . Here, it is observed that "path count descriptor" class is the most abundant class in the top features list (see Table S1 for the descriptors class detail). The top 3 features showed average rank below 10 are (1) pipC10, (2) pipC9, and (3) pipC8, and 
Article their average ranks are 3.91, 9.91, and 6.41, respectively (marked with red stars in Figure 7c ). These 3 features from the path count descriptor class played the most critical role in classifying the molecule as toxic and nontoxic for NR and SR data sets. Relatively higher importance of these descriptors made them appropriate for coarse initial screening of molecules. In order to observe the importance of these top features, piPC10 values are plotted against all molecules. Figure 8 shows piPC10 values for toxic and nontoxic molecules, light blue circles represent toxic molecules while dark blue represent nontoxic molecules. As it can be clearly observed in Figure 8 , toxic molecules make cluster in a certain range of piPC10 value, leaving a large area as safe zone (nontoxic). This shows the classifying property of piPC10 between the toxic and nontoxic molecule around a fixed value. The DT classifier used for feature importance in the presented hybrid framework has assigned a cut-off value to each feature at every node of the tree. These cut-offs of top features could be used as discriminating planes for toxic molecules. Feature cut-offs in DTs are defined as the values that divides the population in the highest ratios. Each tree has its own cutoff for each feature. Average cut-off values across these 1000 trees grown in building model for 3 most important features were calculated. These average cut-off values are given in Table  S3 . It is suggested that any molecule has a value for these descriptors less than the respective cut-off would have more possibility to be found in the toxic spectrum. It is shown in Table S3 that pipC10, pipC9, and pipC8 have similar cut-off ranges as they belong to the same descriptor class and showed similar behaviors in classifying the molecules. Top 3 features with their respective cut-offs were combined together to improve the discriminating power. Molecules that have values of these top 3 features less than their respective cut-offs are taken in one group. Table 8 shows that this group has less than 0.03 fraction toxic molecules to the total available toxic molecules for all 12 tasks of SR and NR while on an average 0.50 fraction nontoxic molecule to the total nontoxic molecules for respective classes. This suggests that combined criteria for piPC10, piPC9, and piPC8 could be used to find the probability of a given molecule to be toxic or nontoxic for SR and NR. Similarly, individual cut-offs of pipC10, pipC9, and pipC8 are 5.29, 5.10, and 5.0 for AM dataset. Later, these features and their respective cutoffs were used cumulatively on AM data set as we done for NR/SR dataset. Here, again toxic molecules have low fraction 0.05 below the combined cut-off, whereas nontoxic molecules have 0.10 fraction. Although the fractional discrimination between toxic and nontoxic molecules on AM data is weaker that NR and SR dataset, but it clearly shows that piPC10, piPC9, and piPC8 can be used to determine the initial AM probability of any new molecules. Thus, these features could be used as initial indicators during molecule assessment.
■ DISCUSSION
Simplicity-accuracy trade-off of models for cheminformatics tasks is one of the most important factor to be considered before deploying a model. The proposed hybrid model is a step toward model simplicity and less compute intensiveness while still maintaining similar or higher accuracy to the DNN models for moderate size toxicity data sets. Here, we want to mention that after experimenting with various toxicity data sets of different size, and we found that our model struggles to achieve better accuracy for small data sets such as LC50 and LC50-DM as compared to the consensus and multi task models, though it comparable results to ST models. Generally, MT takes many tasks together and consensus takes many different models together to achieve higher performance, but on the other hand the complexity becomes very high. Predictive support is taken from other tasks or other models which hides the robustness and power of an individual model. In our case, we always take standalone ST model to compare against all the available methods. For smaller data sets, the feature selection method in our model selects relatively higher number of features which have high correlations among them. This is happening because the feature selection method in our model is acting as a coarse granular filter for small data sets. Currently, the better optimization of feature selection module is not in the scope of this paper and can be included in the future work.
Mostly, a large number of various types of features are computed and then used to predict toxicity end points. The range of these features is usually several thousands and that makes the model very complex and compute-intensive. These various types of features can be very hard to compute and that creates another bottleneck in toxicity end points prediction. We brought a two-level complexity reduction and tested our hybrid model on various toxicity data sets. The first level is related the simple and easy calculation of features. We used only 2D features which are relatively easier to calculate than 3D and other types of physicochemical features. The second level is using a simple SNN with only 1 hidden layer of 10 neurons, which is optimized jointly with DTs. This enabled us to further reduce the features and effectively select the subset of features. Here, it should be noted that our hybrid model selects the features automatically without human intervention and decides on effective number of features which produces better results, though the criteria of selecting the features can be further improved by using different heuristics. We did three case studies to show that for various toxicity end points, simple models would equally produce better results as compared to the complex models if fed with effective 2D features. We see our work in alignment with the three very important theories such as curse of dimensionality, 39 occam razor, 74 and universal approximation theorem. 63 The simple model along with the cumulative feature ranking applied on classification toxicity tasks opens a venue of getting insights of the model predictions, though there is quite a room 
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Article that the interpretation can be improved further. For instance, a DNN creates its own features by applying nonlinear function at every level to the input features, which are not human understandable specifically in chemistry or biology. In our case, as we effectively fed the SNN through an automatic feature selection, that makes it relatively easier to extract the decision rules from it.
■ CONCLUSIONS Toxicity prediction of chemical compounds lately achieved significant progress in accuracy. The key factors behind this include using a huge set of features, implementing a complex blackbox technique such as a DNN, and exploiting enormous computational resources. In this paper, we strongly argue for the models and methods that are simple in machine learning characteristics, efficient in computing resource usage, and powerful to achieve very high accuracy levels. We developed and demonstrated a novel hybrid framework based on the joint optimization of DT and a SNN. Using this hybrid framework, we then build prediction model for three classification and four regression toxicity data sets. The joint optimization of DT and a SNN enabled us to achieve better or nearly similar results for various classification-and regression-based toxicity data sets. The model complexity as well as the training time is reduced by a large extent. Instead of utilizing thousands of features, only selected reduced number of important features made the model more comprehensible. This hybrid method reduces the dimensionality curse by using only reduced effective features. One of the aims of this study is to achieve comparable toxicity prediction results by using simpler machine learning model. This opens an avenue to highlight the insight of a prediction process in order to understand the specific problem in a comprehensive manner. In our hybrid framework, a coarse filter for feature selection in the form of a DT prior to a prediction model based on giniindex was applied. DTs helped in feature analysis using cumulative gini index. This was performed to find global relevance of features across toxicity tasks of SR and NR. Additionally, individual rankings of these features were used to calculate average ranking of each feature. The correlation between the average rank and cumulative gini index suggests the similar importance pattern of these features among diverse toxicity tasks. Eventually, the top features based on the gini index were plotted and 3 features were observed. (1) pipC10, (2) pipC9, and (3) pipC8 have average ranks below 10. They belong to single descriptor class called path count. There individual cut-offs at first node were extracted from 1000 DTs and average score was used to observe the classification potential of these top features on toxic and nontoxic compounds. piPC10 was initially plotted for all toxicity tasks and clear discrimination was observed between toxic and nontoxic molecules for SR and NR. Further, piPC9 and piPC8 were combined with piPC10 to design cumulative criteria for classification. The cumulative criteria indicate a safe zone, where the probability of finding toxic compounds is less than 0.05%. This can allow users for initial screening of toxic and nontoxic compounds based on only piPC10, piPC9, and piPC8 scores.
We conclude that our hybrid model of a DT and an SNN can be used for toxicity prediction or any similar tasks to achieve better or near similar accuracy in comparably lesser time and lesser resources. This technique enabled us to use certain features for rapid and prior toxicity estimation. It will also be interesting to apply a coarse feature selection method using a heuristic approach to improve feature space optimization. Following are the main concluding points of our study.
• We propose an efficient hybrid algorithm which effectively selects a feature subset of 2D features for training.
• The use of significantly reduced number of effective 2D features helps in interpretability.
• The computational complexity of various toxicity end points can be reduced to a great extent with our hybrid algorithm while keeping the accuracy level similar or relatively better than the state of the art methods.
• Using our commutative feature ranking method, we help the chemists effectively screen out the toxic compounds with few features in hand.
■ METHODS
The work flow of our hybrid framework is composed of three main blocks as shown in Figure 9 . All these three main blocks with submodules in each are explained below. Preprocessing. In preprocessing, 1422 2D chemical descriptors for NR and SR while 1249 for AM were calculated using an open source package called PADEL (a list is given in Table S1 ). 60 Data are split into train, CV, and test sets. The split for NR and SR was predefined by the Tox21 challenge, 75 Figure 9. Prediction model flowchart.
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Article where a separate held out CV set of ≈296 instances is provided for an in-house CV purpose. On AM data, no such division was given so we divided it into 60% train, 20% CV, and 20% test sets. The train and test sets for NR and SR consists of ≈8000 and ≈647 unique instances, respectively. In order to avoid biasness of the model toward majority instances, minority class was up-sampled. Data were also normalized using a data scaling method. We provide the important pieces of python code for reproducibility. Hybrid Framework. Considering a feature selection approach, we designed a novel hybrid framework that consists of two components: a DT and a SNN. DTs acted as a coarse filter to select a reduced number of features in order to train the SNN. DTs with feature selection technique helps in interpretability and provides with a criterion for prescreening the compounds in all three toxicity data sets while SNN helps improve the accuracy. Training with selected feature subspace reduces time and model complexity which leads to better interpretability. 76 Optimization. In model optimization, both components (DT and the SNN) of hybrid framework were conjointly optimized. Here the chosen objective function of a neural network is dependent on its own parameters as well as on parameters of the feature selection module. A held out predefined CV set was used to optimize both components of the hybrid model as discussed below:
Feature Selection via DT. In feature selection module, we used an extremely randomized ET classifier (a type of DT) 61 with gini index, also called mean decrease impurity 77, 78 to perform initial coarse filtering for features ranking. 79 As our aim is to tweak the number of selected features, so only those parameters were optimized that affect the process of selecting the features. The ET classifier has several optimization parameters but the most critical ones are (1) n_estimators that represent the number of trees in the forest and (2) threshold that limits the number of features selected during optimization. 62 All the features were ranked on the basis of the gini index. The higher the gini index value, the greater the importance of that feature in predicting a specific class. 79 We provide the important pieces of python code for reproducibility.
#calling the hybrid model for optimization hybrid_model = hybrid_model_opt() #hybrid_model_opt() is given in Supporting Information #Optimizing the threshold value while keeping SNN parameters fixed param_grid = {'fs__threshold': ['0.08*mean','0.09*mean','0.10*mean', '0.2*mean','0.3*-mean','0.4*mean','0.5*mean','0.6*mean','0.7*mean', '0.8*mean','0.9*mean','1*mean','1.1*mean','1.2*mean','1.3*-mean', '1.4*mean','1.5*mean','1.6*mean','1.7*mean','1.8*-mean','1.9*mean', '2.0*mean','2.1*mean','2.2*mean','2. #Grid search grid = GridSearchCV(estimator = hybrid_model, param_grid = param_grid, scoring = 'accuracy',cv = 5) opt_result = grid.fit(train_cv_x, train_cv_y) During feature selection process via threshold parameter optimization, parameters of the SNN were fixed as shown in Table 9 . Because of the single parameter optimization, a grid search was applied on threshold value to achieve maximum accuracy. A higher value of the threshold reflects a smaller number of features, whereas a lower value reflects a large number of available features. The range of the threshold for grid search was set such that it can select a small number of features up to the all available features. SNN Hyper-Parameters Tuning. Once the reduced feature subspace was obtained in the feature selection process, then with the selected features, hyper-parameters were tuned for the SNN as shown in Table 10 . Then, a random search was performed for SNN hyper-parameters tuning because it is more efficient than the grid search in case of more parameters to optimize. 80 We provide the important pieces of python code for reproducibility. #calling the hybrid model for optimization hybrid_model = hybrid_model_opt() #hybrid_model_opt() is given in Supporting Information S5.
#Optimizing the SNN parameters Training and Prediction. In prediction, the CV and the training set were mixed together after obtaining all the optimized parameters. Optimized parameters were used to train the SNN for each individual toxicity task of all data sets. A set of four similar SNNs were trained and their outputs were averaged to form a more robust model. The detail of the optimized parameters for all three toxicity data sets and the result of each ensemble network are given in Table S2 . Complete pipeline of hybrid prediction framework is shown in Figure 9 . We provide the important pieces of python code for reproducibility.
# The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acsomega.8b03173.
All the 2D features and their class type for all toxicity data sets considered in this study; optimized parameters for all the tasks; cut-off value list for top 3 features pipC10, pipC9, and pipc8 from path count descriptor class for NR and SR toxicity tasks; the exact 2D features which were selected for each task; codes for hybrid_model_opt() and model_nn_final() (data and code availability: the trained models along with the data sets for SR, NR, AM, IGC50, LD50, LC50-DM, and LC50 are available at HybridTox2D. We also provide the source code to reproduce the results of this paper. We provide the original links to the data sets as follows. SR, NR data sets: Tox21 Data Challenge 2014. AM benchmark data set: toxbenchmark. IGC50, LD50, LC50-DM, and LC-50 data sets: these data sets can be obtained from the authors of TopTox) (PDF) 
